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Abstract-This paper examines the language 

interference in English speaking skill. The interference was 

influenced by the mother tongue of the learners. Therefore, this 

study explains the forms of language interference in the 

students’ speaking skill and the factors affecting the language 

interference. In addition, the study attempts to use case study 

with descriptive qualitative research approach. The data were 

collected by using the questionnaire and recording technique. 

The data, then, were analyzed based on the students ‘sound 

production. Subsequently, The data were formulated on the table 

illustrating the spread of the students’ interference. In 

identifying the students’ sounds, three classifications of the 

English pronunciation were applied. The result shows that most 

of the students made error in their pronunciation, 2% of 

consonants and 3% of vowel. The student’s sound production did 

many mistakes in their pronunciation started from consonants to 

vowel sound. The mistakes in consonant sounds caused by the 

mother tongue were highly interfered. The pronunciation in 

manner of articulation occurred in consonants such as plosive 

and nasal sounds. Moreover, for the place of articulation, the 

errors appeared on dental and palate-alveolar. The factors 

influencing the mother tongue interference in the students’ 

pronunciation are the environment, students’ motivation, and the 

language sound system. 

 

Keywords: Language interference, Mother Tongue, 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The Indonesian sounds systems that might not 

produce the sounds like fricative- dental (/ð, /θ/) and 

fricative labio- dental (/v/) and many other sounds tend to 

make problems for the EFL learners specifically in 

pronunciation which has important role in speaking [16], 

[9]. The sounds of /ð/ in “than‟ and / θ/ i n  “thank‟ are 

replaced by /t/ and /v/ in “visual” is replaced by /f/. This 

kind of problem does matter because the Indonesian tongue 

has some difficulties to pronounce /v/ rather than /f/. 

Therefore, students have a tendency to pronounce more /f/ 

when they find /v/ for instance, the word “ very” is 

pronounced as /feri/ instead of /veri/. What is more, they are 

also sometimes pronouncing the word “the” as /nðe/. 

Based on the observation, there are three possible 

assumptions of the problems that can be seen from the 

students‟ speaking ability. First, the students are difficult to 

distinguish among the similar sounds. Second, the students 

are difficult to produce accepted English pronunciation, and 

the last is they tend to find difficulties in uttering the 

sounds that Indonesians do not have such as, /əʊ/ and /ʒ/ 

which cannot be distinguished clearly in Indonesian, and 

the sounds are united to be clear /əʊ/, for example /z/ in 

“zero‟ /‟zɪərəʊ/   and   /ʒ/   in “genre‟ /ʒa:nrə/. It is then 

related  to  the  language error. The problems in uttering 

English by Indonesian students are because their mother 

tongue (L1) influences their capability in producing 

English. They only generalize the L2 sounds based on their 

L1. 

 

A. Mother Tongue  

Mother tongue largely refers to not only the 

language one learns from one‟s mother but also the 

speaker‟s dominant and home language. It‟s also called 

native language [4]. The differences of mother tongue 

between one and another are the characteristics that we 

should look for in language learning process. Pronunciation 

errors exhibit more in the first language influence that does 

speaking errors although a substantial number of the first 

language. Pronunciation errors which are made by children 

are similar to those who are made by monolingual first 

language learners and only small proportions of 

pronunciation error in speaking are traceable to the first 

language learners. First language is as a foundation on 

which you can build an understanding of principles of 

foreign language. Extensive research has already been done 

in the area of native language interference on the target 

language. So, mother tongue is native language from our 

habit that come the surface structure of the first language to 

the surface of target language. On the other hand, mother 

tongue has both potentially positive and negative 

consequences [1]. This is proved by the students when 

doing the activity in groups; they tend to use their mother 

tongue instead of English all the time. This action would 

bring their identity. Meanwhile, the negative impact of that 

too much reliance on the L1 may undermine the interaction 

in English [6]. 
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B. The Concept of Interference 

Language transfer (also known as L1 interference, 

linguistic interference, and cross meaning) refers to speakers 

or writers applying knowledge from their native language to 

a second language. Interference is effect that is given by 

process of the other language learning because of learner‟s 

language background. In addition, the interference arises 

from possessing two simultaneously active languages by 

inhibiting the language that is tasking inappropriate or 

enhancing the activation of the language they intend to use 

[8]. As nearly all new skills are learned on the basis of 

existing skill, skill research has traditionally shown a keen 

interest in the phenomenon of transfer. Language 

interference is the effect of language learners‟ first language 

on their production of the language they are learning. It 

means that the speaker‟s first language influences his/her 

second or and his/her foreign language [7]. 

 

C. Mother Tongue Interference  

The concept of mother tongue interference can be 

viewed as a transfer that affects learning both negatively and 

positively. It means that there is possibility for the learners 

to produce some mistakes or errors in learning a second 

language especially English. This idea is supported that 

there is high probability of cross-linguistic influence in 

second language acquisition and this influence may produce 

some errors which are caused by negative transfer [12]. 

Furthermore, mispronunciation and grammatical errors are 

the most common types of interference between the mother 

tongue and the target language [11]. In so doing, the 

language interference in pronunciation means as a result, 

Interference refers to the problem that students present in 

oral speech activities in aspects related to the correct 

pronunciation of English sounds [14]. 

 

D. Concept of Pronunciation  

Pronunciation simplifies organized sounds of 

language produced by human speech organ using all the 

phonemics units of the language as well, which is 

maintaining all the phonemic units of the language by 

means of the distinctive units of the distinctive phonemic 

features [10]. It can be easily understood that pronunciation 

is a way in which someone utter the words or the language 

to another based on the available rules, i.e. sound, intonation 

and rhythm [5]. 

 

E. English Language Learning 

Studying English as foreign language is 

fundamental for the necessity presented in this globalized 

world. This language has spread widely as the international 

language. Therefore, it has different function in 

communication such as business, travel or studies without 

the country. However, English has become a subject in the 

majority of schools in Indonesia and students tend to have 

some problems at the moment of articulate English sounds 

due to the phonological interference [2]. 

 

F. Speaking Skill 

Speaking can be seen as the act of expressing 

thought, ideas, and feelings by using audible symbols or 

visible bodily action. In addition, the use of demonstration 

and audio visual are also could be effectively used to raise 

speaking skill [15]. Therefore, speaking is regarded as the 

most crucial skill among other four language skills and 

central one as it enables the learner to establish successful 

communication in that language, which is often the main 

aim of learning any foreign language [13].  

 

II. METHOD 

This research was designed as a case study at 

Muhammadiyah University of Metro with the second 

semester students as the subject of the research with the 

total population of 40 students. It was aimed at describing 

the students‟ mother tongue interference in pronunciation 

in speaking ability. The data were collected through 

questionnaire and record. The material of the pronunciation 

was designed to measure the students‟ ability in 

pronouncing the English in speaking ability especially. The 

students were given word lists and sentences consisting of 

all of pronunciation that should be pronounced based on 

every phonetic symbol of the word. Subsequently, the 

finding data were analyzed based on the students‟ sounds 

that have been recorded since this research was done to 

help the students face their mistakes in pronouncing the 

English sounds. The data were formulated in table 

illustrating the spread of the students‟ interference. In 

identifying the students‟ sounds, three classifications of the 

English pronunciation were applied. 

 

III. FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

A. Error Pronunciation  

The study found some mistakes in students‟ 

pronunciation when they recorded their voice. From the 

description, it can be inferred that from 24 consonants from 

40 students as the source of data, there were many mistakes 

that they did when they pronounced consonants / tʃ / and / ʒ 

/, that is 2%. They did mistake as many as 3% when they 

pronounced /dʒ/, /v/, /z/ and /r/. There is 4% of mistake that 

students have made when they spoke /b/, /k/, /g/, / θ/, /h/, 

/m/, /n/, /l/, /w/. Then 5% of mistake was done when they 

spoke /p/, /t/, /d/, /f/, /ð/, and /ŋ/. For the sounds of /s/, / ʃ/ 

and /y/, the total mistake was around 6%. It can be 

concluded that if the percentage of sounds is low, the 

words interfered by the mother tongue is high. Otherwise, 

when the percentage of sounds is high, the interference 

will be low. Another error pronunciation made by the 

students is the vowels including diphthongs. There were 

21 sounds and 3% of vowel /u/, 4% of sounds /i:/, /æ/, 

/u:/, /ᴈ:/, /ə/, /eɪ/, /aɪ/, /əʊ/, /ɪə/ and /eə/. There were 5% of 

/ɑ:/, /ɔ:/, / ʊ/, /ᴧ/, /ɔɪ/ and /ʊə/, 6% of mistakes for /e/, /ɒ/ 

and /aʊ/ and for the last mistake is 7% of /ɪ/. In fact, the 

vowel /u/ is difficult to pronounce.  
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B. The Impact of Mother Tongue Interference to 

Students’ Pronunciation 

There are four criteria of mother tongue 

interference impact made by the students, namely: 

 

1. Consonant Errors 

In this case, students made pronunciation error in 

consonants: /tʃ/, /ʒ/, /dʒ/, /b/, /k/ / ŋ/, /m/, /v/ and /ð/. For 

example, cabbage = /kæbidʒ/ some students pronounced 

/kᴧbəd/, ka:bed/, /kæbedʒ/, /kæbed/. Another word like 

church = /tʃᴈ: tʃ/, they pronounced /kᴈ:rt/, /tʃu: tʃ/, /keʊrt/, 

/kurt/. It is caused in their first language there is no 

consonant /tʃ/ and the vowel is interfered by their vowel in 

first language. In word prestige = /pre‟sti:ʒ/, they 

pronounced /prestig/, /prestik/, /perestig/, /prestiʒ/. When 

student pronounced judge = /dʒᴧdʒ/, they made it to be 

/dʒudʒ/, /dʒuk/, /dʒeh/, /dʒun/. They did not change the 

vowel of the word because in their first language to 

pronounce/u/ is /u/ too. It also happened in the word cover = 

/kᴧvə(r)/, it was /kəʊə(r)/, /kᴧfer/, /tʃɒvər/, /kɒver/. 

Moreover, not only unchanging vowel they used /v/ like /f/, 

but they also make no difference between consonant /v/ and 

/f/. In word carrot = /„kærət/ some students made it to be 

/keret/, kerət/, /kᴧret/, /kᴧrɔ:t/. In the word larger = /la:dʒə/, 

there were students spelled /la:rge/, /le dʒər/, /leiger/, /la:rd/. 

The word coming = /kᴧmɪŋg/ students spoke /kɔ:miŋg/ and 

plum = /plᴧm/ became /plʊm/, bathe = /beið/, became 

/bᴧðə/, /betə/, maze = /meiz/ changed to /mes/, /mez/ /mes/. 

 

2. Vowel Error 

For vowel sounds, students also made mistake, but  

it  was  not  as  many as  in consonants sounds. They made 

error pronunciation in sounds /u/, /i:/, /æ/, /u:/, /ᴈ:/, /eɪ/, /ai/, 

/əʊ/, /ɪə/, /eə/, /ʊə/, /ᴧ/, /ɑ:/ and /e/. Vowel /u/ in usual = 

/ju:ʒuəl/ which pronounced /usəl/, /unsuəl/, /əseil/, /usuəl/, 

/əsuəl/. The mistake in word cheese = /tʃi:z/ which 

pronounced /tʃes/, /keʃ/. The word antique = /æn‟tik/ which 

pronounced /æntikui/, /æntikiu/, /etik/. The word Food = 

/fu:d/ they changed to be /fo:d/.  The word shirt = /ʃᴈ:t/ 

students pronounced /sᴈ:t/, /sirt/,  /set/. The word say =/ seɪ/  

which was  /sai/. When they pronounced buy = /bai/, it 

became /bui/, /bei/.  The word although  = /ɔ:lðəʊ/ to be 

/ɔ:lðɔ:/, /ɔ:ltɒk/. The same mistake for the word beer = 

/bɪə(r)/ became /ber/, /beər/, /bᴈ:(r)/. For word hair = 

/heə(r)/, the mistake were /her/, /hᴈ:r/. Word far = /fɑ:/ some 

students said /fᴧ(r)/, /fa:r/, pull = /pʊl/ they pronounced 

/pᴧl/. For hut = /hᴧt/ and cup = /kᴧp/ some of students spoke 

/hʊt/, /kup/, and / tʃup/. In word pure = /pjʊə(r)/ they 

pronounced / pju:r/. The word egg = /eg/ they spoke /ig/. It 

also happened to the other word, students felt confused how 

to pronounce these words because sometimes the alphabet u 

would be said /ᴧ/, e to be /i:, /ai/ became /eə/.  However, to 

understand what they should pronounced is important but 

sometimes they felt confused what sounds must they use in 

the word because their first language does not have vowel 

sounds as many as English. They only know /a/,/ i/, /u/, /e/, 

/o/ or in English sounds are / ᴧ /, /ɪ/, / ʊ/, /e/, /ɒ/. But the 

mistake that they made in vowel sounds was smaller than in 

consonant sounds.  

 

C. Manner of Articulation Errors 

1. Plosives 

The plosives consonants have six sounds but 

students made mistake in sounds /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/ and /g/. 

For the example, happen = /hæpən/, the consonant /p/ did 

not make an explosion sound. They said it to be light 

consonants. Word bin = /bɪn/, student spoke /əbɪn/, it also 

happened with to = /tu:/ was like /thu:/, do = /du:/ it was like 

/dhu:/. When pronouncing hotter = /hɒt(r)/ and harder = 

/ha:d(r)/ some students pronounced /ho:tter/ and /hardher/. 

For word cot = /kɒt/ they said /tʃɒt/ and for word got = /gɒt/ 

it became /ghot/, /gɔ:t/. 

 

2. Nasal  

It was formed by closure complete of lips or by the 

tongue against palate, the soft palate is lowered and air 

escapes through the nose or nasal cavity. The sounds are 

three sounds but students make mistake in sounds /m/. For 

example, maze = /meiz/ to be /emeiz/. Actually, this sound 

is same with their mother tongue but some students made 

mistake when they pronounced it using the characteristic of  

consonant  sounds  but  most  students  pronounced  it  

started mouth was little bit opened and then closure is 

complete. 

 

D. Place of Articulation Errors 

Many students could not pronounce words well 

indirectly but actually there were some errors that have been 

made.  The mistake is how they pronounce the characteristic 

of consonants that can be divided into:  

 

1. Dental 

The consonants are the tip tongue against the upper 

teeth. This characteristic is the tip tongue is used between 

the teeth of close to the upper teeth. They are /θ/ and /ð/. 

Unfortunately, the students made mistake when they spoke 

using this consonants. The students are  pronounced  like  

alveolar  characteristic  /t/  and  /d/ for example,  theater  = 

/θɪəte(r)/ became / teate(r)/, bathe = /beið/ was /ba:te/, and 

this = / ðis/ became /dis/. 

 

2. Palato-alveolar 

This sound is articulated by the blade of the tongue 

against the teeth ridge with missing the main body of the 

tongue towards the palate. It is like the blade (or tip) of the 

tongue is used just behind the alveolar ridge. They are four 

sounds yet some students made mistake in consonant /ʒ/ and 

/ʃ/.In addition, they made it like consonants in alveolar /s/. 

For example, vision = /vɪʒn/ became /vɪsn/. The consonant 

/ʃ/ in the word cash = /kæʃ/ they said /kes/. 

 

E. The Factors of Mother Tongue Interference   

The factors influencing the mother tongue 

interference are the environment where they live. The 
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students are mostly surrounded by the Javanese people. 

Hence, it affects students communication as the  first  

language.  The next reason is school area, the teacher could 

not control students for not using their mother  tongue 

language in classroom school but students still used it when 

they talked with their friend. Moreover, some students had 

high accent of mother tongue when they spoke in English. It 

made their pronunciation was affected by their first 

language.  

For consonant errors they made big mistake in /ʒ/ 

and /tʃ/. In pronouncing consonants respondents often get 

difficulty in plosive and nasal sounds. In pronouncing 

plosive sounds /p/, /t/, /k/, /d/,/g/ they produce without 

explosion sound and for nasal they could not pronounce /m/. 

There are different symbols in naming of the sounds which 

the same uttering ways. The differences of symbols make 

students feel confused how to pronounce it because the 

symbols are not familiar in their mother tongue language. 

For the other cases, the consonant sounds will change based 

on the word like large it pronounced /lɑ:dʒ/. In students 

mother tongue especially in Javanese language they do not 

know it well. So, they stated some English consonants based 

on the written words in the paper, /lɑ:dʒ/  to be /large/. 

 

F. The Significance of Understanding the Language 

Interference for the EFL Teachers 

The overuse of mother tongue language in the 

communicative foreign language classroom would give 

some beneficial instruments the EFL teachers [3] . For the 

the teacher as the example, it will be easier to explain when 

teaching grammar is posing a conceptual difficulty. 

Therefore, the illustration by using mother tongue 

equivalent can be another way that can be done to solve the 

students‟ understanding on the materials. On the other hand, 

it would be considered fundamentally for English teachers 

to understand the mistakes made by their students. 

Furthermore, when they meet with non-native speaker of 

English, whether in Business or travelling, it would simply 

matter. The awareness of the types of mistakes that learners 

make and why they do so, will train themselves to learn to 

understand each other better. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

Based on analysis that has been done, it can be 

concluded that the students‟ mother tongue interference 

gives effect in their pronunciation. Javanese as mother 

tongue interference is as an external factor in independent 

variable that can change one language to the other 

language and it makes some obstacles when someone 

learns the other languages. Meanwhile, pronunciation is 

dependent variable that can change because of mother 

tongue interference, it is the way students utter the other 

language in different sounds and available rules as one of 

speaking aspects to make communication clearly in foreign 

language especially English. Unfortunately, mother tongue 

interfered students‟ pronunciation highly, so that they made 

mistake in different form because of some factor, they are 

the highest interference of their first language, the 

differences of sounds between English and their mother 

tongue.  

The mistake in consonants sounds caused mother 

tongue interference high. The pronunciation in manner of 

articulation was high in consonants /p/, /t/, /d/, /k/, /g/ in 

plosive and /m/ in nasal. For place of articulation, students 

made mistake /θ/ and /ð/ in dental and /ʒ/ and /ʃ/ palato- 

alveolar. The factors of mother tongue interference in 

students‟ pronunciation is the environment, students‟ 

motivation, different sounds and different sound symbol. 

Therefore, the kind of interference is the indication of 

dominant transmigration from the other cultures. Javanese 

for example, as the language which caused phonic 

interference and this interference causes changing English 

pronunciation in their intonation and articulation. Another 

factor  is  frequency of speaking  Javanese as students daily 

activities.  
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